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important note 
For the purposes of demonstration, this document references real locations and uses realistic 
personal names, company names and vehicle registrations. When these appear together they do not 
indicate real events. The appearance of apparently identifiable attributes should not be inferred to 
relate to actual entities, persons or scenarios.



Navigator 
Allows you to navigate through 
groups of vehicles.

Tray 
Lists vehicles, assets and POIs, 
with their status.

Toolbar 
The icons along the top of the 
screen represent the various 
tools the platform provides, 
including reporting, alerts, 
dashboards, etc. The tools you 
will be able to view depend upon 
the permissions your account has 
been provided with.

Main Pane 
Any tool you have open will be 
displayed in the main pane, 
which takes up most of the 
screen. This is the area in which 
most of your interaction with 
your services will take place.

Map 
Displays the location of vehicles, 
assets and POIs on a map.

Pop-Overs 
Various reports, tools and menu 
options will require the system to 
bring up "pop-overs"; small 
windows which will conceal and 
cover the main pane, to provide 
more options.

the basics
key elements
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navigating groups & vehicles
Along the left hand side (LHS) of the page are 

the navigator and the tray. When you first login 
the navigator is always minimised - use "select 

group" to open the navigator.

Any groups you have access to will be 
displayed, with hierarchies nested below one 

another.

Group

Group with hidden subordinate groups  
(select + to expand)

Group with shown subordinate groups  
(select - to compress)

When a group has been selected the navigator 
will minimise to show all of the services within 
that group. Select the group name at any time 

to expand the navigator again.
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To open a group, simply select its name from the list.



Select the "vehicles" tab to view all of the telematics devices in the group.

Select the "assets" tab to view all of the drivers in the group  
(if this feature is supported by your devices). 

Select the "POIs" tab to view all of the places of interest in the group.

By default, the vehicles tab sorts vehicles by their last report date, newest to oldest. 
Select "time" to switch to sorting by oldest to newest and back. Select "reg" to switch to 
sorting alphabetically A-Z and Z-A.

To pause live updating (and therefore "freeze" all of the vehicles on the platform, select 
the "pause" button.

To interact with a vehicle, click it - it will become 
highlighted blue. Multiple vehicles can be highlighted 
simultaneously. Click a vehicle to stop interacting 
with it. 

Select "all" to highlight every vehicle in a group. Select "none" to un-highlight every vehicle 
in the group. Select "inv" to highlight every vehicle which isn't already highlighted, and  
un-highlight every vehicle which is highlighted (i.e. invert your selection).
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If you have devices which are capable of "driver 
ID" functions (such as with RFID cards, DALLAS 

fobs, keypads, etc), any drivers in a group will 
appear under the "assets" tab. If you have any 

other "asset" type hardware (such as 
temperature sensors, certain tachometer-

reading devices, etc), they will also appear here.

Select "name" or "street" to sort the assets by 
their name or their last reported location 

accordingly. Select "type" to sort the assets by 
their hardware type.

Select "all" to highlight every asset in a group. Select "none" to un-highlight every asset in the group. Select "inv" 
to highlight every asset which isn't already highlighted, and un-highlight every asset which is highlighted (i.e. 
invert your selection).

When you add points of interest to the platform, they will appear under the "POIs" tab. 

Use "?" to show all the 
POIs in the group.

Otherwise, use A-0 to filter 
POIs by name.

POI name

POI approximate  
postcode zone

POI approximate address

POI approximate radius
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key features

A live map showing an up-to-the-minute location for one or more vehicles, drivers 
and places of interest.

At-a-glance dashboards for quick access to vital information.

Powerful, in-depth reporting to provide detailed fleet information.

The ability to configure alerts to notify you of developments in your fleet.

Video from both IncidentCams and LiveCams.

Admin tools to help you manage your fleet and customise your user experience.
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Permissions 
The tools and features you will be able to access are dependent upon the 

level of access you have been provided, termed “permissions”. These include 
the ability to use administrative features, view particular vehicles or run 

various reports. 

If you believe you should have access to more features, contact Support, 
your account manager or reseller.

Adobe Flash 
In order to support legacy hardware, some parts of the platform employ a 
piece of software called Adobe Flash. In order to use these elements, ensure 
that you are using a compatible device with Flash installed and, dependent 
upon your browser software, allow the site to run Flash.

Data Processing 
The V4 platform is capable of processing extremely large quantities of raw 

data however, in order to preserve user experience, arbitrary limits are placed 
upon some reporting features. These may prevent you from running reports 

on large numbers of vehicles or over very long time frames.

GPS Limitations 
As with all satellite-based location services, our devices are only accurate to 
within certain margins (roughly 8m). GPS location may appear to slowly 
change over the course of a day, seeming to "drift" across a map. 

The platform adjusts for inaccuracies by "snapping" a device to a particular 
road, determining a vehicle’s true location by matching it to known mapping 
and the device's movement. However, this system cannot always guarantee a 
perfect fix.

If you experience any issues using the platform, or want further information or 
training, please contact technical support. Alternatively, you can use the 

"contact us" button at the top of the page.

system limitations
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logging in & your account

When you're first invited to use the V4 platform you will receive two emails. The 
first will welcome you to the system and the second will provide you with a 
temporary password.

On your web-browser, navigate to the web address provided in the welcome 
email. Even if you intend to access your telemetry using a different platform, 
portal or web-app you will need to first use V4.

In order to login, use your email address and the temporary password you've 
been provided with to login.  

For best results, copy and paste your temporary password into the relevant 
field. Note: the temporary password may contain a mixture of characters, 
including letters, numbers and punctuation.  

Ensure that all of the characters are entered into the field. 

You will then be redirected to the password change screen. Re-enter your email 
address and temporary password, then provide a password.  

All passwords must contain at least one uppercase letter, lowercase letter and 
number.

Your login details are securely stored, nobody except you has access to your 
password. 

When your account is first set up, an automatic logout timer will be assigned. 
The default is 20 minutes. After 20 minutes of inactivity on your account you will 
be automatically logged out for privacy reasons.

first login
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managing your account

To change your username, logout period or password, select "edit account" from the toolbar. 

You will then need to go through the password change process, in which an email will be sent to your address 
with a temporary code. 

In order to login, use your email address and the temporary code you've been provided with to login. For best 
results, copy and paste your temporary password into the relevant field. Note: the temporary password may 
contain a mixture of characters, including punctuation. Ensure that all of the characters are entered into the field. 

You will then be redirected to the password change screen. Re-enter your email address and temporary 
password, then provide a password. All passwords must contain at least one uppercase letter, lowercase letter 
and number.

If you want to change your logout period, select a time from the dropdown box: 20 
minutes, 30 minutes, 60 minutes or never.

Then select either "update" or "reset password."
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If you want to change your username, amend it in the 
relevant field. The password must be a valid email address 
that you have access to. The platform also requires you to 
provide a reason for your changing your username.



if you have forgotten your password

On your web-browser, navigate to the login page and 
select "forgot password?” 

You will then need to go through the password change 
process, in which an email will be sent to your address 
with a six digit alphanumeric code.

In order to login, use your email address and the six digit code you've been provided with to login. For best 
results, copy and paste your temporary password into the relevant field. Note: the temporary password may 
contain a mixture of characters, including punctuation. Ensure that all of the characters are entered into the field. 

You will then be redirected to the password change screen. Re-enter your email address and temporary password, 
then provide a password. All passwords must contain at least one uppercase letter, lowercase letter and number.
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managing other accounts
adding & removing new viewers
If you have the necessary permissions, you will be able to create subordinate "child" accounts, called "viewers" on 
the platform. These are web users that you have administrative control over. You will have the ability to provide 
and retract permissions to them, give them or restrict their access to particular groups and, if necessary, change 
their username or suspend and delete them. 

There is no limit on the number of subordinate accounts you can create.

Select "Admin" from the toolbar and then "manage viewers" in the main pane. You will be 
provided with a list of viewers you have control over.

To add a new viewer, scroll to the bottom of the list and select "add new".

Provide the system with a real name and username 
for the new viewer. The username must either be a 
valid email address the user has access to or mobile 
telephone number with its international prefix.

If you wish, edit the default logout period, time zone, 
region and preferred units (either metric or 
imperial).  

Feel free to add additional identifying information, 
such as company, address, postcode and other 
telephone numbers.

If the mandatory fields have been completed, select the green tick to confirm the new 
viewer, or select the red cross to cancel.

The new viewer will be sent a welcome email, and a second email with a temporary password. They will then be 
able to create their own password. 

In order to create another viewer, or to refresh the list of viewers you've created, select "Admin" from the toolbar 
and then "manage viewers" again in the main pane. 
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The list of viewers will show the name, username (email address) and their last login date.

In the options column are the buttons necessary to "edit" a viewer's details or 
"suspend" them. Suspending a viewer will not delete them from the system, 
but will prevent them from logging in. 

The system then requires you to provide a reason why you have taken this 
action.

Once a viewer has been suspended, they can be reactivated or deleted. 
Reactivation will restore all of their privileges, deletion will completely remove 
them from the system.

Suspension and deletion also affects any child viewers created by the viewer who is suspended or deleted. Take 
care not to delete or suspend viewers who have created other viewers which you may wish to retain. If you have 
any concerns about this, contact Support.
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Viewers can be attached to multiple groups. 

To rescind a viewer's access to a group, locate them under the 
"Viewers" section of "Manage Groups" where they will be listed 
with their screen name, username (password or telephone 
number), last login date and then two controls. Select "Remove" to 
rescind their access.

attaching viewers to groups

A viewer account only grants a user access to the platform. In order for them to view particular 
vehicles they need to be attached to a group. 
Use the navigator to locate the group you want a viewer to have access to and then select 
"admin" from the toolbar and then "manage groups"

Scroll to the "Viewers" section of the page, then 
choose the viewer you wish to provide access to from 
the drop-down box and select "Add". The account will 
then have permission to view all of the vehicles in 
that group and in any subordinate groups.
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granting permissions to viewers

When a viewer is attached to a group, they are only able to view the location of vehicles on the 
map and manage their account. In order to run reports, access cameras or use other features, 
they must be granted individual permissions.

From the "Viewers" section of "Manage Groups" locate the viewer you wish to 
change the permissions of and in the "Controls" column select "Permissions".

You will then be able to grant the user any permission you yourself have, subdivided as "Admin", "Report", 
"Navigation" and “Website" permissions. Each individual permission will relate to a specific report, feature or tool.

To grant a permission, turn the red gem next to each to green by clicking it. To remove a 
permission, click the gem again to revert it to red.

When you've finished, select the green tick to confirm your choices, or the red cross to cancel.
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units on the platform
vehicles (services) in the tray

Vehicle Icon 
Can be customised to show 

various vehicles in various colours

“Parked” Icon 
Indicates a vehicle’s ignition is off

Vehicle Name 
Can be set to a vehicle’s 
registration or a “friendly name”

Heading Icon 
Indicates vehicle’s last known 

direction of travel as eight 
possible compass directions

Last Location 
Most recent reported location of 
the device, matched against an 
international database of road 
and place names

Last Report Date/Time 
Date and time of most recent 

update from the device

Tag 
Details of a tag used against a 

device, in this instance a 
connected temperature sensor, 

along with most recent 
temperature reading

“Driving” Icon 
Indicates a vehicle’s ignition is on

Calculated Speed

Tag 
In this instance a driver ID, 
including driver’s name

Input Gem 
Indicates the state of a device’s 

input. Red indicates an “off” state. 

Input Gem 
Indicates the state of a device’s 

input. Green indicates an “on” state. 

The primary element of V4 is a 
"service", which usually 
relates to a particular device 
in a particular vehicle. 

When you buy a new telematics 
device from ourselves it will be 
automatically be added to your 
online account within one 
working day of dispatch.  

If you would like to add or 
remove units from your account, 
please contact your reseller or 
customer support.  

Customer accounts are not able 
to add or remove devices.
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assets (drivers) in the tray

temperature sensor

RFID smartcard

driver ID (including “dallas” fob, pin 
number, tachograph card, etc)

Tag types

Many devices are able to use "assets" for driver identification 
purposes. This asset process is also used to attach various sensors 
and data sources. 

For the purposes of this guide, the focus will be on assets used for 
driver ID. These may be RFID cards, fobs or individual pin numbers. 
The unique serial numbers of these are added to the system and 
can then be assigned identifying names and provided to drivers. 

These can then be used for the purposes of identifying individual 
drivers in real time and on reports. 

When a compatible telematics device reads a driver ID asset which 
is on the platform, it will appear in the vehicle's telemetry.

A point of interest (POI) is a physical area defined as a set of GPS coordinates to create a virtual area on a map. 
You may be aware of this concept as a "geofence", routinely used by smartphones and GPS systems to provide 
more natural location data (such as stating your location as at "work", rather than "Merlin Court, Atlantic Street”.

Any POIs you create are visible only to the people you chose to have access to them. They 
can be used to describe individual addresses, particular stretches of road or bridge, large 
yards or depots or even sections of the country.

However, unlike traditional geofences, our POI allows you not only to define a point in 
space, with a radius around it, but also draw out a complex polygon around a particular 
location. 

When the system recognises that a device reports a latitude and longitude inside a 
particular POI, it is able to display it accordingly. POIs integrate with alerts and reports to 
make data more natural and easier to interpret.

POIs (locations) in the tray
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edit & customise your vehicles

To edit the details of a vehicle, or to customise it, highlight it in the tray, select "Admin" from the 
toolbar and then "manage vehicles" in the main pane.

After making changes to a device's details, select the green tick to confirm, or red cross to 
cancel.

To change a vehicle's registration (i.e. the way it appears on the system) edit the “display registration" field. Note 
that "special characters" (such as + - &) are not accepted for security reasons.

To change a vehicle's icon, select the existing 
icon in the "vehicle icon" field. Over 1,500 

icons are available of various sizes and 
colours.

To amend the odometer or hours records, edit the "current odometer" and "hours" field.
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Further record-keeping fields include "chassis", "year", 
"number of seats", "MPG", "cost per mile", various 
vehicle documentation references, "vehicle type" and 
"cutting width" (for lawnmowers).

For the purposes of reporting, you are able to set 
"authorised hours" for each vehicle. These authorised 
start and end times can be set for weekdays, 
Saturdays and Sundays. These hours can be reported 
on or can be used to create alerts. Note: this feature 
does not physically prevent vehicle usage out of 
hours.

Options for I0_Type, I1_Type, I2_Type and I3_Type relate to the various input feeds a telematics device can receive. 
These should not be edited without further training. Setting these incorrectly may cause a loss of device or vehicle 
functionality.

External Devices is used to add or remove peripheral devices such as cameras, DVRs, sensors and data feeds. 
These should not be edited without further training. Setting these incorrectly may cause a loss of device 
functionality.

Options for Output 0 Type, Output 1 Type and Output 
2 Type relate to the various output feeds a telematics 
device can provide. These should not be edited 
without further training. Setting these incorrectly may 
cause a loss of device or vehicle functionality.
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adding a vehicle to a group

To add a vehicle to a group, navigate to the destination group in the hierarchy (i.e. where you 
wish to add vehicles to). 

Select "Admin" from the toolbar and then "manage group vehicles" in the main pane.

In the main pane will be two fields. The one on the left represents the "source", the one on the right represents 
the "destination" - i.e. the group you currently have open.

source destination

Above the "source" field, use "select group" to expand a navigator 
field. Use this field to navigate to the group you wish to add 
vehicles from.
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When you have selected the source group, all of the 
vehicles in it will be displayed in the left field. Click to 
highlight one vehicle, or hold down shift (or 
equivalent) to highlight more than one vehicle. 

A maximum of 300 vehicles can be added simultaneously. 

When adding vehicles to a group, they are neither copied, moved or duplicated - they are the same service, 
however they appear in two groups. A vehicle can appear in any number of groups. Changes made to a vehicle in 
one group will affect it in all groups.

Select the green plus to copy the vehicle(s) across.
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A maximum of 300 vehicles can be removed simultaneously. 

The system will prevent any user from removing a unit from a group if it does not exist in any other groups. This is 
to prevent you from permanently losing access to a vehicle.

removing vehicles from a group

To remove a vehicle from a group, navigate to the group in the hierarchy where you wish to 
remove vehicles from. 

Select "Admin" from the toolbar and then "manage group vehicles" in the main pane.

In the main pane will be two fields. The one on the left represents the "source", the one on the right represents 
the "destination" - i.e. the group you currently have open.

source destination

In the ”destination” window click to highlight one 
vehicle, or hold down shift (or equivalent) to highlight 

more than one vehicle. 

Select the red minus to remove the vehicle(s)
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adding & editing drivers
To add, edit and remove drivers, navigate to the group you want to manage. Select “Admin”, 
“Manage Assets”. 

Be aware that the “Assets” feature is also used by certain devices for various sensor solutions, 
such as temperature probes or tyre pressure monitors.

If you have purchased driver ID assets (cards or Dallas 
fobs) they will be listed in the “Manage Assets” lower 
down the page.  

Each will have a name, type, last contact (i.e. the last 
time they were used against a particular vehicle), site 
code (i.e. a description of the asset type), a unique tag 
ID (the actual ID of the card, fob or other asset) and 
controls to “edit” and “delete”. 

New driver ID assets can be added using the “Add 
Tag” buttons above and below the list.

If a tag is already on the platform, but not in the 
currently selected group, use the source and 
destination fields below “Group Assets”, adding assets 
from one group using the green plus and removing 
assets from the group using the red minus.

It’s recommended to only edit an assets “name” (and 
not “type” or “site code”).

Selecting “authorised use times” for weekdays and/or 
weekends for the purposes of reporting.  

Note: this does not affect physical operation of the 
devices or the vehicle, and does not prevent a vehicle 
from being used.
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adding & editing locations

To create a point of interest, navigate to the group you want to add the POI to and select 
“Admin” and then “Manage POIs”.

If you already have a POI created in another group, use the “Group POIs” section at the top of the page.  

In the main pane will be two fields. The one on the left represents the "source", the one on the right represents 
the "destination" - i.e. the group you currently have open. 

Above the "source" field, use "select group" to expand a navigator field. Use this field to navigate to the group you 
wish to add vehicles from. 

When you have selected the source group, all of the vehicles in it will be displayed in the left field. Click to 
highlight one POI, or hold down shift to highlight more than one POI.  

Select the green plus to copy the vehicle(s) across. 

Alternatively, in the destination group, select a single POI, or hold down shift to highlight more than one POI and 
use the red minus to remove them from the group. 

A maximum of 300 POIs can be added or removed simultaneously.

source destination

Two types of POI can be created - a point or a polygon.
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radius

A point is a fixed location on the map with a circle 
described around it, the size of the circle being 
defined by its radius. 

Either use the map to find a location (by zooming and 
dragging) and then clicking to drop a pin;

or use the search box below to lookup an address.

This will then populate the latitude and longitude 
fields further down the page.  

Alternatively you can manually enter a precise 
latitude and longitude. 

Use the “name” field to name your POI and enter a 
radius in metres.  

Ensure that this radius is large enough to cover the 
whole location with distance to spare to allow for GPS 
drift.
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A polygon is a series of points which describe a shape 
around a location.

Use the map to find a location (by zooming and 
dragging) and then click to add a point.

perimeter

You can then continue to click to add more points 
until you’ve completed the perimeter of the location.
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Select the green tick to save or the red cross to cancel.

Click the first point you created to close the polygon, 
which will then be filled blue. 

Click and drag on intermediate points halfway along 
lines to add additional points. 

Use the “name” field further down the page to name 
your POI.

If you need to add a large number of point POIs, they 
can be mass imported at the bottom of the page.  

For further information about importing large 
numbers of POIs, contact us for further support.

If you want to edit an existing POI in a group, scroll down the page to 
“or edit current POI” and select one from the drop down box.

After you’ve made your changes, select the green tick to save, the red cross to cancel or the 
blue trash can to delete the POI from the platform.
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managing your groups

There is no limit on the number of groups you can create. 

To create a new group, navigate to the existing group you wish to create the subordinate group 
to. Select “admin” and then “manage groups”.
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Under the section “sub groups” enter a group name in 
the “New Subgroup” field and then select “add new”.

To rename a group, navigate to the group above it in the hierarchy and locate it under the 
“sub groups” of “manage groups” and select the “[rename]” control. 

To delete a group, navigate to the group above it in the hierarchy and locate it under the 
“sub groups” of “manage groups” and select the “[delete]” control.

To move a group to a different location, navigate to 
the group above it in the hierarchy and locate it under 
the “sub groups” of “manage groups” and select the 
“[move]” control.  

Use the navigator which pops up to locate the new 
group which you want it to be subordinated to.  

Then select the green tick to confirm your decision or 
red cross to cancel.



the map

Automatic  
live updates  

Can be enabled or 
disabled in the tray

Google Maps tools are functional  
Select map or satellite modes, or enter 
Street View. Vehicle icons show on all three 
modes
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Vehicle registration 
Can be shown or 
hidden using the 
“show label” button

Vehicle icon

Automatically adjusts zoom 
level to show all selected  

Can be toggled on or off using the 
“auto zoom on” button
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journey tool

Select “Select Date” to change the time frame, either by using one of the pre-selected time 
frames or manually entering a start and end date. Up to one month can be viewed at a time.

The Journey dashboard allows you to view a “snail trail” of a vehicle’s use over a given period of time, 
and then focus on individual journeys, along with key information about each. 

Navigate to the vehicle or vehicles you wish to view and highlight them in the tray. Then select 
“Journey” from the toolbar..

Below a map, your vehicles 
will be listed along with the 
number of journeys they’ve 
made, the total duration of 

these journeys, the total 
time spent idling and the 

distance travelled. 
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Use the check boxes to select different vehicles, 

and the page number buttons along the bottom to progress through the 
list.

Select the > “Action” button to focus on a particular vehicle.



In the top left of the page is a map showing the route 
(“snail trail”) for a given journey.

In the top right is a graph showing the vehicle’s speed 
over time, compared to the road speed limit over 
time. 

At the bottom is a list of each journey with the start time and location, end time and location, journey duration, 
maximum speed travelled, distance travelled and time spent idling.
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Use the left arrow on the left of the screen below the map and above 
the journey list to return to the vehicle list.

Use the radio buttons to select different journeys, 

and the page number buttons along the bottom to progress through the 
list.
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alerts
setting up alerts
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Alerts are notifications provided to you either by email or on the platform, to make you aware of 
important developments in your fleet. There are three basic types: First Notification of Loss 
(FNOL), email, and real time.

FNOL alerts

FNOL alerts, when set up, are sent when 
the system believes a vehicle has had a 

collision (a "crash"). Sent as an email from 
our crash@alertmanager.co.uk address, 

they provide the vehicle name in the 
subject line and a .pdf and/or .csv file 

detailing the location and nature of the 
crash.
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The .pdf file will include a graph of the vehicle's speed up to and after the crash, compared to the speed limit. 

The axis of the crash on the vehicle (front, back, left, right or underside) and the force in "G" (1G = force of gravity). 

The location of the crash on Google Maps and (where available) Google Street Maps. 

Further information such as the driver's name (if driver ID is installed), etc. And, if setup, detailed graphs of the G forces 
experienced by the telematics device during the collision.

If an IncidentCam is installed, a link will 
be provided to a video of the crash.

The .csv file details, in 100th of a second 
increments, the location of the device (in 
latitude and longitude), the calculated 
speed from GPS, the road's speed limit, the 
postcode and address lookup and the 
precise forces the device experiences in the 
three axises (up/down, left/right, forward/
backward).

To setup an FNOL alert, select "Admin", then "Manage 
Groups" and scroll down to FNOL Alerts. Enter the 
target email address in the text field - this doesn't 
necessarily have to be your own. You can enter 
multiple email addresses, separating them using 
commas. Then select "Save".

You can change your FNOL alert preferences by scrolling further to "Crash PDF Settings". You can then choose 
various options by selecting their tick-boxes.
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geofence & POI alerts

Geofence and POI alerts both relate to changes in 
the location of devices. Geofence alerts can be 
used to notify you of the general movement of a 
vehicle, whereas POI alerts can be used to notify 
you of a vehicle's movement into or out of a 
particular location.

These can be used to notify you of a vehicle 
moving when they're not supposed to, reaching 

important destinations, entering or leaving 
particular depots or sites, or entering locations 

which are prohibited.

To create a geofence alert, navigate to the vehicle or vehicles you wish to create alerts for and 
then, from the "Admin" menu, select "Manage Alerts" and then "Manage Geofence Alerts".

Provide a title for your alert, and any text or message 
you wish to appear in it.

Then enter a distance - this is the distance in metres the 
vehicle would have to move to generate the alert.  

Be aware that this number should be large enough to 
prevent false notification due to GPS drift.  

For more information about GPS drift, see "hardware 
limitations". We usually advise at least 10m, and more 
preferably up to 50m.

50m
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Then you can provide a destination email address, or addresses.

In the "Vehicles" section below, select vehicles from 
the tray, either several or individual, and use the 
green plus to add them to the alert. Use the red 
minus to remove them from the alert. 

In the "Time and Days" section, use the tick boxes to 
select the days you want to receive alerts on, and the 
dropdown boxes of start and end time for the hours 
of the day you want to receive alerts on.

Use the green tick to save your alert, or the red cross to cancel any changes to an alert.

When you've created an alert you can edit or delete it by returning to "Manage Geofence Alerts", and selecting the 
alert in question from the top of the page, "Current Alerts".

You can then alter any detail of the alert, or use the trashcan icon at the bottom of the page to 
delete it.
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To create a POI alert, you will need to already have created POIs. Then navigate to the vehicle or 
vehicles you wish to create alerts for and then, from the "Admin" menu, select "Manage Alerts" 
then "Manage POI Alerts".

entry

exit

Provide a title for your alert, and any text or message 
you wish to appear in it.

In the "Vehicles" section below, you can add vehicles to the alert if they enter a particular location or if they leave 
a particular location. Select vehicles from the tray, either several or individual, and use the green plus to add 
them to the alert as either "entry" or "exit". Use the red minus to remove them from the alert.
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In the "Time and Days" section, use the tick boxes to 
select the days you want to receive alerts on, and the 
dropdown boxes of start and end time for the hours 
of the day you want to receive alerts on.

Use the green tick to save your alert, or the red cross to cancel any changes to an alert.

When you've created an alert you can edit or delete it by returning to "Manage POI Alerts", and selecting the alert 
in question from the top of the page, "Current Alerts".

You can then alter any detail of the alert, or use the trashcan icon at the bottom of the page to 
delete it.

Then, in the "POIs" section, you can add POI by selecting them in the tray, either several or individual, and using 
the green plus to add them to the alert. Use the red minus to remove them from the alert.
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speeding & speed threshold alerts

Speeding and Speed Threshold alerts both relate to the speed at which a device is 
recorded as travelling.  

Speeding alerts notify you when a vehicle exceeds a given maximum speed on 
any road (for example the maximum permitted speed of an HGV, etc).

To create a speeding alert, navigate to the vehicle or vehicles you wish to create alerts for and 
then, from the "Admin" menu, select "Manage Alerts" and then "Manage Speeding Alerts".

Provide a title for your alert, and any text or message 
you wish to appear in it. Then enter a speed - this is 

the speed in miles per hour the vehicle would have to 
exceed on any road to generate the alert. 

In the "Vehicles" section below, select vehicles from 
the tray, either several or individual, and use the 
green plus to add them to the alert. Use the red 
minus to remove them from the alert. 

In the "Time and Days" section, use the tick boxes to 
select the days you want to receive alerts on, and the 
dropdown boxes of start and end time for the hours 
of the day you want to receive alerts on.

Use the green tick to save your alert, or the red cross to cancel any changes to an alert.

When you've created an alert you can edit or delete it by returning to "Manage Speeding Alerts", and selecting the 
alert in question from the top of the page, "Current Alerts".

You can then alter any detail of the alert, or use the trashcan icon at the bottom of the page to 
delete it.



Speed Threshold alerts notify you when a vehicle exceeds the speed limit of a 
given road (and dependent upon the vehicle type if it has been set in "manage 
vehicles”). 
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To create a speed threshold alert, navigate to the vehicle or vehicles you wish to create alerts for 
and then, from the "Admin" menu, select "Manage Alerts" and then "Manage Speed Threshold 
Alerts". 

Be aware that sudden changes in GPS coverage may create variances in 
measured speed. However, GPS speed is usually considerably more accurate than 
the speed recorded, so be aware that drivers may also not be aware of their 
speed to a high degree of precision. Therefore, we advise having the percentage 
set at 10% or greater.

Provide a title for your alert, and any text or message 
you wish to appear in it. Then enter a threshold 
percentage - this is the percentage over the speed 
limit a vehicle would have to exceed on the road it is 
travelling on at the time to generate the alert. 

In the "Vehicles" section below, select vehicles from 
the tray, either several or individual, and use the 
green plus to add them to the alert. Use the red 
minus to remove them from the alert. 



Use the green tick to save your alert, or the red cross to cancel any changes to an alert.

When you've created an alert you can edit or delete it by returning to "Manage Speed Threshold Alerts", and 
selecting the alert in question from the top of the page, "Current Alerts".

You can then alter any detail of the alert, or use the trashcan icon at the bottom of the page to 
delete it.

vehicle service alerts

Vehicle/Service alerts can be used to notify you of when a vehicle is due a routine 
event, such as a service, inspection or M.O.T.
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In the "Time and Days" section, use the tick boxes to 
select the days you want to receive alerts on, and the 
dropdown boxes of start and end time for the hours 
of the day you want to receive alerts on.

To create a service alert, navigate to the vehicle or vehicles you wish to create alerts for, highlight 
them in the tray and then, from the "Admin" menu, select "Manage Alerts" and then "Manage 
Vehicle/Service Alerts".

Alerts can be generated when a vehicle exceeds a given number of usage hours, a 
given number of miles or according to a schedule.
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Use the green tick to save your alert, or the red cross to cancel any changes to an alert.

For usage hours, confirm the current number of 
hours for the vehicle.  

Then enter the number of hours the vehicle will need 
to have run for before it is next serviced and the 
number of hours between the next service and each 
service after that.  

Then provide a target email address, the text or 
message of the email notification and the number of 
hours before each deadline when you receive the 
alert.

For a due date, enter the date of the next notification 
from the dropdown boxes and the number of days 
between the next service and each service after that. 

Then provide a target email address, the text or 
message of the email notification and the number of 
days before each deadline when you receive the 
alert.

For vehicle miles, confirm the current mileage for the 
vehicle.  

Then enter the mileage for when it is next serviced 
and the number of miles between the next service 
and each service after that.  

Then provide a target email address, the text or 
message of the email notification and the number of 
miles before each deadline when you receive the 
alert.
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camera alerts

There are a number of alerting options available for the IncidentCam system. For 
further information about IncidentCam, see the relevant section.

To set up camera alerts, navigate to the vehicle or vehicles you wish to create alerts for, highlight 
them in the tray and then, from the "Admin" menu, select "Manage Alerts" and then "Manage 
Other Alerts". The platform will then prompt you to confirm you wish to manage these alerts.

Camera - generates an alert whenever an IncidentCam panic button video is 
generated

Camera Harsh Cornering - generates an alert whenever an IncidentCam harsh 
cornering video is generated

Camera Harsh Braking - generates an alert whenever an IncidentCam harsh 
braking video is generated

To use an alert, turn the red gem next to each (under “Active”) to green by clicking it. To remove 
a permission, click the gem again to revert it to red.

Then scroll down to “Email Alerts” and add the target email address, and select the green tick 
to save, or the red cross to cancel.
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real-time and other alerts

These can be set up by navigating to the vehicle or vehicles you wish to create alerts for, 
highlighting them in the tray and then, from the "Admin" menu, selecting "Manage Alerts" and 
then "Manage Other Alerts". The platform will then prompt you to confirm you wish to manage 
these alerts.

There are a number of other alerting options dependent upon the features your 
telematics devices possess.

To use an alert, turn the red gem next to each (under “Real Time Alerts”) to green by clicking it. 
To remove a permission, click the gem again to revert it to red.

Select the green tick to save, or the red cross to cancel.

These alerts, along with certain camera alerts, can be 
set up as “Real Time”, notifying you on the platform 
as a pop-up.

Camera Alert 
ML67JVB 
15/06/2019 11:11:20 
Video Alert Alert on unit: ML67JVB 
Alert time: 15/06/2019 11:11:20 
See web screen for details 
This is an Automated Alert - please do not reply 
to this message 
The alert location was A500,Crewe,CW2,GBR
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proximity tool
The Proximity tool allows two different actions, to identify how close all of the vehicles in a given 
group are to a particular location, or to identify which vehicles (and at what time) passed through a 
particular location on a given day.

Select either a vehicle in that group from the drop down box, a place of 
interest in that group from the drop down box or use the address box to 
lookup an address. 

Start entering an address or postcode into the address box to perform a 
lookup, and select a result from the list below.

To measure the distance from a location to the vehicles in a group, navigate 
to the group and select “Proximity” from the toolbar.

line of sight

Then select “Go” 

A list of vehicles in the group will appear below with their distance “as the 
crow flies” (line of sight) in miles.
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historic proximity
To identify which vehicles have been at a location on a given day, navigate to the group and select “Proximity” 
from the toolbar.

Below “Request Historical Report”, select a date and 
the start of a postcode. Ensure you only enter the 
characters which appear before the space as the 
postcode is written, and that you capitalise any 
letters. 

Enter a target email address. 

Then select “Go”.

Due to the amount of data which the historic 
proximity report requires, the report cannot be 
processed “live”, and is performed on the server. The 
result is then emailed as a .csv file. 
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routing tool

Navigate to the group and select “Routing”.

The routing tool uses Google’s mapping and navigation tools to route between 
any two vehicles, points of interest or address.

Under “Origin” select a vehicle or POI from their respective 
drop down box or use the address box to lookup an 
address.  

Start entering an address or postcode into the address box 
to perform a lookup, and select a result from the list 
below.  

This will act as the “start” for the route.

Under “Destination” select another vehicle, POI or address. 
This will act as the “end” for the route.

Then select “Go” to generate the route.
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Just as with Google Maps, selecting any point along 
the route will allow you to drag it to create a waypoint 
along it, changing the route accordingly.

Select “Show Directions” in the top left corner of the map to show the directions as 
a list on the right side of the map.

Use the “Directions” button to generate a printable set of directions.
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reports
introduction

Reports are the key method of interpreting the raw data from telematics devices 
and are the core functionality of the platform. Using reports can provide vital 
insights into the state of your vehicles, drivers and fleet. Maintaining your 
vehicles, drivers, alerts and POIs provides the system with further data to make 
reports more powerful.  

While each report provides different functionality and uses different parameters, 
the method of running them is the same in each case.

running reports

Using the navigator, open the group you wish to 
report on. Then highlight one or more vehicles (or 

drivers) in the tray on the left hand side, before 
selecting “Reports” from the toolbar, which will open 

the reports menu. 

Reports are listed alphabetically.
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When a report has been selected, you need to enter a date range.

Then select a format to view the report in. 

Different reports have different limits on the time frame which can be selected; 
either a single day, seven days, or thirty one days. Certain options are provided as 
preset buttons, though dates can be entered manually.

Different reports have different limits on the number and type of units you can 
report on. This may be one or more than one vehicle, or one or more than one 
driver. 

Many reports will request parameters such as the below:
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Each report will be available in one or more formats, dependent upon the report type. 

Selecting “www” will generate an online webpage version of the report. 

Selecting CSV will generate and download a .csv (comma separated value) version 
of the report which can be opened in any spreadsheet application (such as Excel). 
This can be useful for further offline analysis and investigation. 

Selecting PDF will generate and download a .pdf version of the report which can be 
opened in most web browsers and widely available viewer software. This can be 
useful for circulating as easy to interpret documents or for printing.

When reporting on very large amounts of data, it may be more efficient to have 
the report run on the server and then emailed to you within five minutes. Certain 
reports provide this functionality.
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standard reports

Daily 
Lists a vehicle’s or driver’s daily start and end time for each day in the time frame, useful for  
at-a-glance interpretation of working hours and mileages. 

Selecting the downwards arrow to the left of each registration expands a full list of days. 

Days are presented with start and end times, 
total time driven, total time stopped, total time 
moving, total time idling, distance travelled in 
miles and number of stops made.

One or more service, one or more asset 
Up to thirty one days 
Generates www, .pdf and .csv 
Email report available

GPS Journey 
Lists all of the journeys made by a particular vehicle or driver over the time frame, broken down 
by day. Provides a clear overview of where a vehicle has been and how it’s been used. 

Selecting the downwards arrow to the left of each registration expands a full list of journeys. 

Journeys are presented with start and end times and locations; the journey duration and 
distance; the maximum speed; and the idle time. 

Selecting the “i” icon next to each opens a “snail 
trail” in a new window, detailing each data point 
collected.

One or more service, one or more asset 
Up to thirty one days 
Allows reporting in miles or kilometres 
Generates www, .pdf and .csv 
Email report available

Diagnostic History 
Lists every data point collected by a particular device over the time frame. Provides raw data in 
an understandable form, useful for in-depth investigation and diagnostics. 

Selecting the downwards arrow to the right of the registration expands a full list. Selecting the 
“i” icon opens a “snail trail” in a new window, detailing each data point collected. 

Data points are listed over time as 
their type, date and time, location 
(along with matching POI where 
applicable), asset use, speed, 
speed limit, level of GPS fix, raw 
odometer (in metres), raw hours 
(in seconds) and voltage input.

One service only 
Up to seven days 
Allows reporting on services without highlighting them in 
the tray by entering the device’s IMEI number 
Generates www and .csv
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Smart Risk Score 
Analyses driving behaviour using a propriety algorithm to generate a score out of 100. Can 
contribute to driving improvement programmes, driver interventions and maintaining a high 
standard of road safety. 

Vehicles are ranked by a total score out of 100 and graded as green (good), amber (needs 
improvement) or red (very poor). This is broken down by acceleration, braking and speeding, 
along with the total distance travelled and time travelled for reference. 

Note that if a vehicle is not used in the requested time 
frame they will be automatically allocated a score of 
100/100.

One or more services 
Up to thirty one days 
Generates www, .pdf and .csv

Smart Driver Score 
Analyses driving behaviour and usage (time, location) using a propriety algorithm (which can be 
manually adjusted) to generate a score out of 100. Can be used to identify insurance risks. 

Vehicles are ranked by a total score out of 100 and graded as green (low risk), amber (moderate 
risk) or red (high risk). This is broken down by acceleration, braking, speeding, night use and 
urban use. The respective distances and times are provided for reference. 

Note that if a vehicle is not used in the requested time 
frame they will be automatically allocated a score of 
100/100.

One or more services 
Up to thirty one days 
Generates www, .pdf and .csv

Various other scoring reports 
Other legacy scoring reports are retained on the platform to provide continuity for existing 
customers. These will generate scores using different algorithms and with different parameters, 
which may not necessarily match the smart scores.

scoring reports
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speeding reports

Overspeed 
Lists each journey when a vehicle exceeded a given speed limit in miles per hour (entered when 
requesting the report).  

Selecting the downwards arrow to the left of each registration expands a list of instances. 
Selecting the “i” icon opens a “snail trail” in a 
new window, detailing each data point 
collected in the journey in question. One or more service, or one or more asset 

Up to seven days 
Generates www, .pdf and .csv

Speed Limit 
Lists each instance of a vehicle exceeding a road’s given speed limit, with the vehicle’s 
registration, the location it occurred, the date and time it occurred, the speed of the vehicle and 
the speed limit exceeded. 

Allows rapid identification of speeding 
offences.

(And related Speeding 10mph Over the Speed Limit) 
One or more service 
Up to seven days 
Generates www, .pdf and .csv 
Email report available
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time reports

Late Start 
Provides a list of all the vehicles in a group (whether highlighted or not) sorted by the time they 
started their first journey of the day. These are then grouped 
in half-hour blocks, colour-coded yellow, orange and red. 

Each journey start is provided with a location.

All of the services in a group 
One calendar day 
Generates www and .pdf

Time at Site & Time on Site 
Both these reports relate to the length of time vehicles are located at a particular site. Time on 
Site details the amount of time a vehicle is spent parked up at a site. Time at Site details the 
amount of time a vehicle is spent at a particular site, both parked and in journeys. A journey is 
determined by the system to be a journey start event (usually turning on a vehicle's ignition) 
followed by a journey end event (usually turning off a vehicle's ignition). 

Both reports require POIs in the group the report is run from. Before running the report you will 
need to select a POI or POIs to use as the site. 

The report lists all of the vehicles which have 
visited the particular site in the requested time 
frame. Selecting the downwards arrow to the left 
of each registration expands a list of instances. 
Each instance is stated with its arrival and 
departure dates and times, and the time spent, 
along with the driver (if applicable)

One or more service 
One or more POI (on site), one POI (at site) 
Up to 365 days 
Generates www, .pdf and .csv 
Email report available

specialist reports
Specialist reports 
Various specialised reports are provided to support the employment of particular solutions or 
usages. These range from reports about bus passenger numbers and areas of grass cut by 
mowers to CAN data and tyre pressure monitoring.



To access these, navigate to the group you wish to run the report on and select “Admin” then 
“Manage Scheduled Reports”. You do not need to highlight individual vehicles.
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scheduled reports

As well as running reports live on the system, you can also schedule reports to be 
emailed to you every day, week or month.

All of the major reports can be scheduled, as well as some additional specialist 
reports. These can be selected from the “report type” drop down box.

Then select to receive .csv and/or .pdf format files.



You can choose to receive the report daily, weekly, 
monthly or over the weekend. These reports will be 
processed overnight or in the early hours of the 
morning.  

Alternatively, select “change run time” to run the 
report at a specific time each day. Changing a run 
time is only possible for daily reports.
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Then enter one or more target email addresses.

Reports you receive are “active”, however they can be 
set as “inactive” if you wish to temporarily no longer 
receive them.  

Changing the file name option allows you to receive 
files named according to the group name or a unique 
numeric group ID.

Select the green tick to save, or the red cross to cancel.

After you’ve made your changes, select the green tick to save, the red cross to cancel or the 
blue trash can to delete the report.

To edit or permanently delete a scheduled report, locate it under “Current Scheduled Reports” and select the “[edit]” 
or “[delete]” next to the one you wish to edit or delete. 

Selecting “[edit]” will then open the report under “Report Details”.
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remote output tool
Certain telematics devices allow you to remotely affect the vehicle they’re installed 
in - a popular use of this is to immobilise vehicles at will over the air, although 
other solutions are also possible. 

For assistance in setting vehicles up for remote output, or for further information, 
contact Support, your account manager or reseller.

The buttons “Activate” and “Deactivate” next to each registration provide the functionality.

It is important to note the following: 

“Activate” and “Deactivate” refer to the output of the telematics device, terms which may not necessarily tally with 
the result on the vehicle. For example, for immobilisation, “Activate” activates the immobiliser and therefore 
prevents the vehicle from being started. “Deactivate” deactivates the immobiliser and therefore allows the vehicle 
to be started. 

Immobilisers do not stop the vehicle from moving. they only prevent a vehicle’s ignition from being started. 

Use of the outputs is not instantaneous. A telematics device will respond to a request to activate or deactivate its 
outputs according to a schedule which is dictated by the configuration of the device. This is often every hour or at 
the start of every journey, but will vary by solution.

To use this tool, navigate to the group you wish to manage, select “Admin” and then “Remote 
Output Activation”. Any compatible vehicles in the group will be listed with their icon, 
registration and the nature of the output which you can control.
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Incident 
cam

Using the tray on the left hand side of the web portal, 
navigate to your IncidentCamera equipped vehicle, 
and highlight it by clicking on its icon. 

More than one vehicle may be selected 
simultaneously.

From the top bar of the page, select the IncidentCam 
tab, with the red camera icon. 

This will bring up a map identifying previous incidents 
for the selected vehicle for the selected time frame. 

Below, or to the right, a list displays each selected 
vehicle, with the number for each type of incident in 
the selected time frame.

If you’ve opted to do so, IncidentCamera equipped vehicles may be identified 
by the red camera tag. These tags are for the purposes of user experience, 
and may not necessarily reflect whether an IncidentCamera is or isn't installed, 
or the number of cameras attached.

1
2

(single camera)

(dual camera)

Select DateTo change the time frame, click 

Six quick select options are available - today, 
yesterday, this week (last seven days), last week 
(previous seven days), this month (calendar month), 
last month (calendar month). 

Alternatively, it's possible to select a custom time 
period. 

To confirm the time frame, click Update

IncidentCam intelligently provides near-instantaneous true high-definition dashcam-type 
video of events which matter.  

Tightly integrated with a vehicle’s telemetry, video is uploaded directly to the platform 
automatically, or historic footage can be requested over the air.
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!
CSV

PDF

CSV

PDF

Icons used to represent the various incident types:

crash

panic button

harsh deceleration 

requested video

Icons used to represent the various resources:

video available / not yet available (click 
to view footage)

FNOL .pdf available / not yet available 
(click to open)

FNOL .csv available / not yet available 
(click to download)

video from one camera available / not 
yet available

video from two cameras available

The IncidentCamera system uses the telemetry data from the highly accurate GPS and accelerometer sensors of 
the CalAmp LMU-series telematics device to analyse vehicle use. A complex proprietary algorithm then identifies 
relevant incidents and prompts the camera to respond.  

When an incident has occurred, an IncidentCamera will record the ten seconds leading up to the incident, and five 
seconds after the incident and begin uploading the video to the Cloud. Time taken to upload is dependent upon 
network coverage and data speeds in the area where the vehicle is located.  

When an IncidentCamera has reported that it has a video to upload, the status will be listed as “Uploading”. 

The number of videos an IncidentCamera may upload each month is subject to the data usage fair use 
policy.

harsh cornering

To view a video which has been uploaded and processed, click 

Videos will open in the "Video Viewer" pop-over. It is 
possible to either watch the video online or right-click 
"Download Video” to save it to your computer for later 
viewing. 

Each video has a baked-in overlay showing the date and 
time in UTC (Greenwich Mean Time), vehicle speed 
calculated by GPS fix, and the IMEI of the telematics 
device the camera is installed with.



As well as recording and uploading fifteen second incidents, the HD33 IncidentCamera also retains up to 64GB of 
historic video. When deployed in average conditions, the allows the system to securely store:  

• 44 driving and idling hours of HD video, with or without audio, when a single forward facing camera 
is installed 

• 22 driving and idling hours of HD video from two feeds, with or without audio, when a forward 
facing camera is installed with an internal facing camera 

• 26 driving and idling hours of HD video from two feeds, with or without audio, when a forward 
facing camera is installed with an external rear or side camera

Request 
Download

To request historic files from a camera, click

This will open the “Video Download Request”  
pop-over. 

Select the day you wish to recover video from the 
drop down calendar to display a list of telemetry 

events. 

Click a telemetry event to select it, or manually enter 
the start time of the minute you wish (in the form 

HH:MM:SS, twenty-four hour clock). 

Then select the duration (1 minute) and click 
“Request Download”. 

When you have made a request, it shows in the 
video list as “Requested”.

When the vehicle next begins a sustained journey, 
or at certain intervals during a journey, the system 
will respond, indicating whether it has historic video 
for the requested time period. When a file is 
available, the IncidentCamera will begin to upload it, 
and the request will be listed as “Uploading”. 

If a file is not available (either because too much 
time has elapsed, or the camera was not powered at 
the requested time, the request will be listed as “No 
File Found” 

The number of videos an IncidentCamera may 
upload each month is subject to the data usage 
fair use policy.
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Live 
cam

LiveCam systems allow you to both record and stream live footage from a vehicle from 
up to eight cameras. These allow you to combine traditional dash-cams with in-vehicle 
CCTV, in-cab reversing and blind-spot monitoring, and live situational awareness.

LiveCam allows you to stream live video from any available camera feed when the 
vehicle’s LiveCam is powered up (i.e. when the vehicle is in use). 

Highlight the vehicle or vehicles you wish to stream 
from in the tray and select LiveCam from the menu 
bar. You may need to enable Flash on your computer. 

Then select the radio button next to the registration 
you wish to stream from under “View Cam”. 

On the left side of the page a map shows the location 
of the vehicle on the map. 

Access to LiveCam is subject to fair use, and dependent upon data coverage in the vehicle’s area of 
operation. Cameras will not stream if the LiveCam is not powered up, located somewhere with poor data 
connectivity or has streamed or uploaded a very large quantity of data.
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To request historic video from a LiveCam system’s 
DVR, highlight the vehicle or vehicles you wish to 
stream from in the tray and select LiveCam from the 
menu bar. You may need to enable Flash on your 
computer. 

Then select the radio button next to the registration 
you wish to view footage from under “View Cam”.

When you’re presented with the available video feeds, just above them, select “Historical”.

Any requested videos, or videos which have already been uploaded will be displayed in a list.  

To change the date range of the videos displayed, select “Select Date”. 

The right side shows all of 
the available video feeds 

from the vehicle. 
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Select the date you wish to recover video from,

and the camera source you wish to view. If you’re unsure of which 
camera source you need, you may wish to check the live video 
stream.

To request a video, select “Download”.  

In order to request video, the vehicle’s LiveCam must already be 
powered up (i.e. the vehicle must be in use).

Then select search. 

The LiveCam’s DVR will then search through its historic video to 
find matching files, and provide a list in response. 

Use the page numbers at the bottom of the list to find the video 
you want. Dependent upon DVR, videos may be saved in individual 
files of 1 minute, 5 minutes or another similar time. Videos from 
the end of a journey may be shorter. 

Once you’ve found the video you want, select the “download video” 
icon ( ). 

The request will then appear in the “Download” list.

A video which has been requested will show “requested” 
A video which the LiveCam is in the process of uploading will show “pending” 
A video which is available to view will show “completed” 

For any completed video, select the blue film icon to play.
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administrative tools
admin searches

Dependent upon your level of access, Admin searches allows you to locate:

Subordinate users by their 
email address

Groups you have access to 
by their name

Vehicles by their full or 
partial registration

Vehicles by their full or 
partial IMEI number

Assets/drivers by their full 
or partial unique tag ID (but 
not name)
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manage services

The key piece of information about a device is its IMEI number. This is a unique 
number which identifies any digital device, and is used by the platform to 
differentiate pieces of hardware.

This administrator level feature allows the user to view various items of system information 
about a device, dependent upon permissions.

Dependent upon your level of access, 
Manage Services may also provide details 
of the device type, certain billing 
information and duplicate various items of 
data on Manage Vehicles.




